Ways to harness the built environment of ambulatory cancer facilities for comprehensive patient support: A review of the literature.
To review patient experiences of the architectural elements conducive to a supportive or healing-promoting environment in the context of ambulatory oncology care. A comprehensive review of original peer-reviewed qualitative studies conducted to reveal the meaning and significance of patient experience in this context was undertaken. Studies were identified through electronic databases including Ovid MEDLINE, CINAHL, PubMed and Embase. No time limit was applied and language was restricted to English. The generated records were screened at the titles and abstracts level by the first reviewer, with full text assessment conducted by both authors. Main themes were extracted in an excel file and a narrative synthesis strategy was used to systematically gather evidence and explain the findings. The guidelines of the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination have been followed in the searching and reporting of the essential matters relevant to this review. Eleven original studies were selected; in addition to these, fourteen other studies that did not fully meet the selection criteria, however held important information relevant to the scope of the review, were considered to expand the discussion with relevant information to ambulatory cancer facilities. The findings of these studies were synthesized into five major themes: stimulating and homely environments; flexibility and environmental enrichment; social support; complementary support and engagement; and physical and sensory support. The paper identified key architectural design qualities that have the potential to support treatment and empower patients, with particular reflection on patients undergoing intravenous anti-cancer treatment within ambulatory settings. It provides examples in which designing the built environment with people in mind and providing tailored solutions to meet their actual needs and preferences may help cancer patients cope with the emotional and physical challenges of the disease and its treatment and support a general experience of patient-centred care. A conceptual framework that articulates the principal constituents of a supportive environment is tentatively proposed, extending existing theoretical propositions to facilitate further investigation of this context.